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How to transform
your reﬂection into inspiration
Each author is a universe to discover. My focus is to build a unique relationship with
writers and thinkers to express their ideas creatively. I do not concentrate on the
message content. Instead, I try to hold a space with the author to express their
personal universe with images, music, and words in an inspiring video.
My background allows me to translate your ideas into diﬀerent forms of expression
which create the emotional experience you want for your audience.

My goal is to transform your ideas into emotional experiences.

FIND THE CORE
You send us text of what you want to transform into a
multimedia presentation. We schedule an interview to
gain a better understanding of what you want to
accomplish as well as the ideas and perspective you
want to convey to accomplish that outcome. We review
the text again to ensure we are properly aligned with
your intentions and then move on to creating the
aesthetic framework to the video.
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CREATE THE SCRIPT

03
PRODUCE THE VIDEO
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www.texttoframe.com
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Once you approve the summary
statement, we will begin
production of the video., When
the video is completed, we will
send a ﬁnal copy in the format
you need.
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We will propose a script, the
style of voice for the
narration, the music to be
used and a description of
images. Once you are
satisﬁed we have accurately
reﬂected your intentions, we
will send you a summary
statement of these details
for your approval.

I am Marcelo Manucci. I am a Psychologist,
with Ph.D. in Communication and in
Cognitive Neurosciences. I am the author of
seven books on communication, Emotional
Development, Change, and Emotions.
I have many years of experience working as
a consultant and lecturer at various
Universities.
This background helps me understand what
you want to convey and appreciate your
concerns and questions.
I oﬀer the experience of my personal career
to help you create a diﬀerent way of
expression for your ideas.

